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For almost a quarter-century, as the first online directory of experts and consul-
tants, the ExpertPages.com unit of Advice CompanyTM has been regarded by law-
yers and experts as the premier platform linking North America’s most qualified 
experts and consultants with the attorneys, law firms, government agencies and 
businesses who retain experts for litigation and/or general consulting.

Over the years ExpertPages in-depth studies of experts’ fees and practices have 
been recognized as the gold standard, providing experts and attorneys alike with 
valuable insights. We knew and could track over time how experts felt about 
matters such as fees, expenses, location, retention agreements and a host of other 
issues.  Less understood was how did attorneys feel about these issues? Moreover, 
were there other issues that attorneys felt strongly about that have not been dis-
cussed or identified? 

To answer these questions Advice Company’s ExpertPages unit retained DeBow 
Communications Ltd., New York, NY (www.debow.com), an independent market 
research firm, to conduct an online survey of Attorneys and non-attorney legal 
professionals who identified as being actively involved in selecting and/or work-
ing with expert witnesses and litigation consultants.  More than 200 completed 
responses from a wide array of practice areas and firm sizes throughout North 
America contributed to the survey.

This Report discusses at length some of the most important issues for experts who 
seek to promote their practices: How do Attorneys Locate and Select Experts?, as 
well as other critical questions including, Are Expert Fees Negotiable, How Wide-
spread is Use of Retention Agreements, Do Experts Write Too Much, Too Soon? 
It also provides an in-depth look at the most common non-expertise problems/is-
sues/complaints attorneys have in their day-to-day relationship with experts.

Introduction
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Section A. Searching for the Perfect Expert. Who looks, where do 
they look, and how much does it cost?

Attorneys are likely to be personally involved in the initial searching. 
    
When asked if they were 
personally involved in 
searching for new experts 
– ones that they or their 
firms had not previous-
ly used – nine out of ten 
attorneys (90%) said Yes 
with the largest percentage 
(40%) saying Yes, frequent-
ly.

Of the 10% of attorneys 
that said that they were 
not personally involved, 
4% utilized an outside 
agency, and 3% (in each 
instance) had the initial 
search done by paraprofes-
sional staff or other attor-
neys at the firm.
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While there are a plethora of choices available in searching for a new expert, 
attorneys have clear favorites with Word-of-Mouth/ Referrals from other at-
torneys and Online Search/Directories being mentioned by more than half of 
responding attorneys. 

When asked to name the 
methods they used in 
searching for an expert 
not previously used, the 
overwhelming majority 
of attorneys (82%) choose 
Word-of-Mouth/Referrals 
from others.  

Moreover, attorneys 
seemed quite willing to 
share their experience as 
only 11% of respondents 
(as shown in the Chart 
on Page 8) said that they 
Often/Always experienced 
a problem in getting the 
opinions of attorneys who 
had previously used that 
expert. 

After Word of Mouth/ Referrals, the second most common method attorneys search 
for experts is through Online Search/Directories of Experts, which 51% of the attor-
neys responding mentioned. 



The reported cost to locate and verify the background and credentials of a 
new expert was unexpectedly low with more than six in ten (63%) attorneys 
thinking they were spending less than $500. 

Factors that may well explain this include the failure of attorneys to attribute 
the cost of their and their associates’ professional time to searching for the 
right expert and instead focusing on the absence of out-of-pocket cost when 
searching through Word-of-Mouth and Directories. In addition, for some 
attorneys, there was a minimal level of background & credentials verification, 
as well as a possible lack of understanding as to the actual costs of a referral 
service.

The wide range of costs, 
with almost two out of 
three attorneys (63%) 
saying Less than $500 to 
locate and verify the back-
ground and credentials of 
a new expert, to the 12% 
saying more than $2,000, 
can be explained by sever-
al factors. 

• Word-of-Mouth 
and Online Search / Direc-
tories –  both with little or 
no out-of-pocket costs for 
attorneys –  were the most 
favored methods. (See 
Chart on Page 5)
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• Almost a third (31%) of attorneys mentioned Expert Referral Service. With 
those services, the costs can be: (1) a direct fee of $1,500 or more; (2) a markup of the 
expert’s actual fee (frequently negotiated, but ranging from 20% to 35%, or more);   
or (3) a combination of (1) and (2). 

• More than a third (36%) of attorneys Never or only Sometimes verify the back-
ground and credentials of a new expert.  (See Chart on Page 10)
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Experts discounting fees with a referral service are certainly not the case in most in-
stances. Our ExpertPages surveys confirm that two out of three (67%) experts that 
work with referral agencies charge their normal fees, and one can only assume the 
services apply their markups1 to those fees. 

For example, in a case where the attorney is charged $20,000, and it includes a 30% 
markup, the expert would receive $15,385. And the Referral service would keep $4,615.

The retaining attorney can find out what the expert is being paid by the referral ser-
vice, and certainly will know what the referral service is charging their firm. However, 
the retaining attorney can (1) not necessarily know what the expert’s “normal” fees are 
and (2) may be under the mistaken impression that the rate being paid has not been 
“marked-up.” Hence, a response that “my costs were less than $500,” when in fact they 
may have been almost $5,000 more than if the attorney had worked directly with the 
expert, is certainly possible. 

As to the cost of using expert referral services, anecdotal evidence (subject to valida-
tion in our follow-up surveys) suggests that attorneys are not always aware that they 
are paying a premium. Many believe that the referral agencies are charging the attor-
neys the retained experts’ normal fees and assuming the experts are providing the 
referral service with a discounted fee structure.  

1At a recent Expert Witness group webinar, a senior referral service executive explained 
that expert witness agencies have highly varied fee structures with many charging a 
set fee for locating one, or more, qualified experts, then followed by either an add-on 
percentage or a flat hourly mark-up. In other cases, that same referral bureau waives its 
initial fee, and simply marks up the expert's hourly fee. The net result is the retaining 
attorney is often paying significantly more for the same expert by going through the 
referral bureau than by contacting the expert directly. 
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With so many sources available to attorneys to find their perfect expert, the 
task should be straight-forward; however, almost two out of three attorneys 
(65%) report that they Sometimes, or Often/Always have problems in locat-
ing their perfect expert. 

Locating the perfect expert, however, was the third most mentioned prob-
lem/issue, with Reducing Out of Pocket Expenses, and Having a sense of the 
expert's appearance/demeanor (both at 80%) topping the list.  

When asked which of 
the six (6) most common 
problems/issues in search-
ing for a new expert were 
experienced most often 
by them, eight out of ten 
(80%) said Reducing/
Eliminating out-of-pock-
et expenses were either 
Sometimes (28%) or Often/
Always (52%) a problem 
for them. 

As the survey respondents 
were primarily plaintiffs 
attorneys – heavily con-
centrated in practices (per-
sonal injury, etc.) where 
the attorneys carry the 
out-of-pocket costs before 
recovery – that outcome is 
understandable. 

                                                                                                                                                  
Once again, eight out of ten (80%) saying Having a sense of the expert’s appearance or 
demeanor at depositions or trial either Sometimes (39%) or Often/Always (41%) was 
a problem for attorneys. This is an issue that with seemingly relatively little effort on 
the part of experts could be reduced. Many experts’ “Background” materials consist 
of a CV, and in many cases, an outdated photograph, when experts could easily add a 
video at little or no cost. 
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In some cases, there was an abundance of experts available, and the problem was 
taking the time to sort them all out. In other cases, the number of experts with the 
required expertise, willingness to testify, and an absence of conflicts, was so small, 
finding a proverbial “needle in a haystack” was the challenge. Our follow-up research 
will attempt to clarify this issue. 

All three of the remaining issues, Getting the opinion of Attorneys who have previ-
ously used them, Verifying the Expert’s Credentials and Obtaining CVs and other 
background information were seen as less problematic for responding attorneys with 
only approximately one in ten (10%) in each instance saying they Often/Always are an 
issue.

With seemingly so many sources to find the perfect expert that we previously dis-
cussed (see Chart on Page 5) having more than six of ten (65%) attorneys saying either 
Sometimes (35%) or Often/Always (30%), Locating the perfect expert was a problem 
for them, seemed somewhat high. Comments from attorneys responding to the survey 
put those results in better perspective. 
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Section B.  Selecting & Retaining the Perfect Expert. What factors go 
into the decision, are credentials and background verified, 
and at what point in the process are experts retained? 

We would expect that the first step in selecting the perfect expert is obtaining 
CVs and background information and verifying the accuracy of that informa-
tion.  

Surprisingly, while most attorneys report not having a problem in doing 
either, more than a third (36%) never, or only sometimes, verify that informa-
tion.

When attorneys were 
asked how often, if ever, 
they experienced a prob-
lem in obtaining CVs and 
other background infor-
mation – or in Verifying 
the expert’s credentials –  
fewer than one in ten (9%) 
said that this was Often 
or Always a problem in 
either case. 

Given the reported ease 
with which attorneys were 
able to obtain and verify 
the information, it was sur-
prising to find that more 
than one in three (36%) 
of attorneys reported that 
they Never (7%) or only 
Sometimes (29%) verified 
the background and cre-
dentials of a potential new 
expert witness. 
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Experts’ Fees, and the geographical location of the expert played a      
definite role in the selection process for attorneys. 

Our ExpertPages Fees and 
Practices Surveys over 
the years have shown the 
wide disparity in experts 
hourly fees by field of 
expertise (with average 
hourly rates ranging from 
less than $200 to $1,000, 
or more), but also showed 
substantial differences in 
hourly rates within the 
same field. 

Expert’s hourly fees are important, but only a part of the total cost of retaining an 
expert. Retaining an expert geographically distant from the trier of fact’s venue can 
– in addition to the normal issues of working remotely – result in substantial out-of-
pocket expenses. 

Asked if geographical considerations caused them to drop consideration of an expert, 
once again more than one in three attorneys (35%) said, Often/Always. 

It is likely the increasing use of remote depositions via teleconference, such as  
Zoom® and similar services, that reduce the need for travel will impact what has 
been some attorneys reticence to use out-of-area experts, although local experts likely 
will retain some advantage.  

To ascertain the role that fees played in the selection process, we asked attorneys how 
often they dropped consideration of a potential expert because his/her rates were 
too high, and more than one in three (38%) said high rates were, Often, or Always a 
problem.
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Given the concern about fees and expenses, one would expect attorneys to 
attempt to negotiate experts’ fees, but most do not on a regular basis. 

When asked if in the 
process of selecting and 
retaining an expert how 
often they attempted to 
negotiate with the expert 
over his or her proposed 
rates, a full half (51%) said 
Never or Rarely while only 
about one third (32%) said 
Often or Always.  

While it sounds somewhat 
surprising to hear that at-
torneys are not looking to       
negotiate, it may well 
be due to many experts’ 
unwillingness to negotiate 
due to the fact that it could 
appear that varying their 
rates might be used to sug-
gest bias.

In our most recent Fees and Practices Survey, we asked experts, “Do you some-
times negotiate your rates and fees,” and almost half (45%) said that their rates and 
fees were non-negotiable. 
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Formal retainer agreements are increasingly being utilized by experts, 
and all indications are that attorneys view this trend in a favorable light. 
Of interest, attorneys find these retainer agreements important both for 
experts that they have, and have not, used previously. 

With payment and col-
lection of fees – and more 
often expenses – being 
a major point of conflict 
in attorney/expert rela-
tionships, the increasing 
interest in formal retainer 
agreements is not surpris-
ing with the usage of re-
tainer agreements among 
experts growing from 53% 
in 2010 to 73% in 2016.

Given the increasing use  
of fee agreements by ex-
perts when attorneys were 
asked if they, “Require a written retainer agreement with an expert you HAVE NOT 
previously used?”, it was not unexpected that two out of three, 67%, said Often or 
Always. 

Not surprisingly when attorneys were asked about experts that they HAVE previously 
used – with one assuming the previous relationship was satisfactory but supporting the 
old adage that “Good Contracts Make Good Friends” – more than half (56%) said Often 
or Always.



Approximately 10% of attorneys commonly retain experts before estab-
lishing an Attorney/Client relationship, and an additional 25% do so on 
occasion.
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Although most experts 
are retained by attorneys 
during the course of liti-
gation, ExpertPages has 
observed an increasing 
number of attorneys re-
taining experts well before 
the attorneys themselves 
have been formally re-
tained by any client. 

Given the substantial 
financial risk a plaintiff’s 
counsel handling cases on 
a contingent fee basis as-
sumes, and in the increas-
ing complexity and cost of 

It has long been a standard practice for plaintiffs’ counsel to get a medical expert’s 
preliminary assessment as to the merits before agreeing to represent a client in a mal-
practice case. Defense counsel also sometimes retain experts in advance to be able to 
demonstrate to prospective corporate and insurance company clients that they under-
stand the technical issues as well as have the legal capability to handle specific types of 
major litigation.

To determine how prevalent this practice currently is, we asked: “How often, if ever, 
do you retain an expert in anticipation of litigation BEFORE an Attorney/Client rela-
tionship is established?” Fewer than seven in ten (65%) attorneys said “Never.” A full 
one third (35%) said that they have, but most of those (23%) said “Rarely.” Although 
anecdotal evidence from ExpertPages Members seems to suggest that attorneys have 
been increasingly retaining experts before a Client/Attorney relationship is established, 
in the absence of an existing benchmark, we will continue to look at this question in 
our follow-on surveys. 

medical malpractice, intellectual property, technology and mass tort litigation, 
obtaining an expert’s opinion – at a relatively small cost – before entering into a rela-
tionship with the client is often a prudent first step.



Section C. Non-expertise issues. Of all the issues that are most 
commonly identified by attorneys, which are the ones that occur 
with the greatest frequency?        
                                                               
Overbilling – or at least the perception that experts overbill – is clearly the 
issue attorneys most frequently raised in the category of General Consulting/
Cost Issues.
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With one in five (20%) 
of attorneys identifying 
“Overbilling” as occur-
ring Quite Often/Always, 
attorneys are likely to re-
gard overbilling as a very 
serious and not uncom-
mon issue.
 
This suggests that attor-
neys and experts should 
establish a clear under-
standing, in advance, of 
the anticipated budget, 
and the nature and scope 
of the work the expert 
will carry out, and that 
the attorney and expert 
should regularly confer as 
to where things stand so 
that expectations are met 
or clarified.

Another key issue attor-
neys raise is the “Avail-
ability/over-commitment/work habits”of the experts they retain, with more than one 
in ten (12%) of attorneys identifying these issues as occurring Quite Often/Always. 
Geographic suitability (7%) and Compatibility/working relationship (5%) Often/Al-
ways are both issues experienced far less often by responding attorneys. 
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Overuse or prior negative reputation is the leading negative issue when the 
question is Qualification as a Witness.

Every attorney wants an 
expert who is a great wit-
ness as well as a top expert 
and the trick is to strike 
a balance by having an 
expert with enough expe-
rience as a witness, but yet 
not so much experience 
as to have a “hired gun” 
reputation. 

As the results clearly 
show, that balance is hard 
to achieve, with Often/
Always at 11%, 10% and 
6% (for each category) all 
within the margin of error. 

This data suggests that to make lawyers more comfortable, experts with less experience 
in litigation should highlight their experience in speaking with other audiences and 
place a video of themselves on their profiles to provide prospective law firms with an 
indication as to how they might comport themselves in a deposition or trial.

If anything, attorneys would seem to choose the more experienced over the less experi-
enced expert, resulting in “Overuse or prior negative reputation,” at 51% (11% + 40%) 
being substantially higher than “Inexperience as a witness” at 44% (6% + 38%).
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Having Difficulty in explaining methodology/opinion in layman’s term is the 
most frequent performance issue mentioned by attorneys, while Discomfort 
with the required position is clearly the least frequent. 

When asked how often 
they experienced perfor-
mance issues with their 
retained experts, on aver-
age, attorneys indicated 
that they experienced any 
of these issues less than 
half of the time. 

Of all of those, Difficulty 
in explaining methodol-
ogy/opinion in layman’s 
terms, at 47% overall (8% 
Often/Always and 39% 
Sometimes) was most 
mentioned. 

Conversely, Discomfort 
with a required position 
at 31% (3% Often/Always 
and 28% Sometimes) was 
the least mentioned. 
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Section D. Expert Reports, Attorney Instructions, Court Appointed 
Witnesses.

Most attorneys ask their experts, at least sometimes, to reconsider, revise or 
expand on their draft reports.

More than seven in ten 
attorneys (74%) either 
Sometimes (65%) or 50/50 
(9%) ask an expert to re-
consider, revise or expand 
on a draft report, while 
far fewer (18%) Never 
ask. Even fewer (8%) Gen-
erally ask, and none (0%), 
Always ask. 

It seems apparent that 
clear and ongoing commu-
nications between attorney 
and expert as to the scope 
and intensity of effort 
the expert is expected to 
devote to the matter could 
go a long way to reducing 
any “surprises” when the 
expert’s draft report is 
delivered. 
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Most experts do not write too much, too soon or too casually.

When asked if their re-
tained experts wrote too 
much, too soon or too 
casually, six in ten attor-
neys (60%) said Never or 
Rarely. Slightly more than 
three in ten (31%) said 
Sometimes, and fewer 
than one in ten (9%) said 
Quite Often or Always. 
Again, this suggests the 
need for attorneys to pro-
vide detailed guidelines to 
the experts on what they 
expect in terms of timing 
and written work, and 
ongoing communications 
to assure that expectations 
are met. 
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Most attorneys do not provide their experts with written instructions on 
keeping track of what they review, or rely on, to form their opinions. 

Approximately one in five 
attorneys (21%) provide 
their retained expert(s) 
with written instructions 
with regard to how they 
should keep track of 
everything they review, 
or rely on, to form their 
opinion. The vast majority 
(79%) do not. Our research 
suggests that clear instruc-
tions from the attorney to 
the expert at the outset of 
every engagement, and 
ongoing communication 
as the matter progresses, 
could go a long way to 
avoiding problems down 
the road.
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Most attorneys have not been involved in cases in which the Court has ap-
pointed experts. In cases where they have, approximately half of the time 
they were also allowed to bring in their own expert to provide an opinion. 

Fewer than one in four 
respondents (23%) have 
been involved in the past 
few years in any cases in 
which the Court appointed 
one, or more, experts. The 
clear majority (77%) have 
not.

Of those attorneys that 
have been involved in 
cases in which the Court 
appointed one, or more ex-
perts, approximately half 
(48%) were also allowed to 
appoint their own experts 
in respect to the same 
issues, while slightly more 
(52%) were not.



Methodology

ExpertPages retained DeBow Communications Ltd., New York, NY (www.debow.com), 
an independent market research firm, to conduct an online survey of Attorneys and 
non-attorney legal professionals who identified as being actively involved in selecting 
and/or working with expert witnesses and litigation consultants. More than 200 com-
pleted responses from a wide-array of practice areas and firm size throughout North 
America contributed to the survey. 

While every effort was expended to obtain representative samples from both the plain-
tiffs’ and defense bars, the majority of responses have come from lawyers principally 
representing plaintiffs. This survey is ongoing and is updated periodically. In future 
surveys we will continue to look at this issue to ascertain possible differences in the ex-
periences and perceptions between Plaintiffs & Defense attorneys regarding experts.

The detailed survey covered numerous facets of each professional’s involvement with 
experts. 
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About ExpertPages

ExpertPages.com was the first Internet directory of experts, expert witnesses, and con-
sultants. Since 1995 it has been widely recognized as the Internet's leading resource for 
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